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ABSTRACT

A new physics package containing revised convection and planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes in the

National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s Global Forecast System is described. The shallow con-

vection (SC) scheme in the revision employs a mass flux parameterization replacing the old turbulent

diffusion-based approach. For deep convection, the scheme is revised to make cumulus convection stronger

and deeper to deplete more instability in the atmospheric column and result in the suppression of the ex-

cessive grid-scale precipitation. The PBLmodel was revised to enhance turbulence diffusion in stratocumulus

regions. A remarkable difference between the new and old SC schemes is seen in the heating or cooling

behavior in lower-atmospheric layers above the PBL. While the old SC scheme using the diffusion approach

produces a pair of layers in the lower atmosphere with cooling above and heating below, the new SC scheme

using the mass-flux approach produces heating throughout the convection layers. In particular, the new SC

scheme does not destroy stratocumulus clouds off the west coasts of South America and Africa as the old

scheme does. On the other hand, the revised deep convection scheme, having a larger cloud-base mass flux

and higher cloud tops, appears to effectively eliminate the remaining instability in the atmospheric column

that is responsible for the excessive grid-scale precipitation in the old scheme. The revised PBL scheme,

having an enhanced turbulence mixing in stratocumulus regions, helps prevent too much low cloud from

forming. An overall improvement was found in the forecasts of the global 500-hPa height, vector wind, and

continental U.S. precipitation with the revised model. Consistent with the improvement in vector wind

forecast errors, hurricane track forecasts are also improved with the revised model for both Atlantic and

eastern Pacific hurricanes in 2008.

1. Introduction

To improve forecast performance, the model physics

in the National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s

(NCEP) Global Forecast System (GFS) model, the op-

erational medium-range forecast model at NCEP, is

under continual development. However, few significant

changes to the convection and vertical diffusion schemes

have been made since 2001, due to the difficulty of satis-

fying the concomitant requirement for a careful consid-

eration of interactions among the model physics packages.

In this paper, we present and evaluate revised shallow and

deep convection and vertical diffusion schemes based on

advanced physical parameterizations.

One of the long-standing problems in the GFS was

a systematic underestimation of stratocumulus clouds,

especially over nearshore regions in the eastern Pacific

and Atlantic Oceans (Fig. 1). This problem has been

attributed to the shallow convection (SC) scheme, which

uses a turbulent diffusion approach. On the other hand,

the GFS has also suffered from so-called gridpoint

storms (excessively heavy precipitation at the grid scale)

during the convective season, which was another long-

standing problem in the GFS forecasts. Although this

revision has initially been made in pursuit of fixing these

long-standing problems, it has also proved to increase
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the model forecast skill as shown later in this paper. This

led us to implement the revised schemes operationally

into the GFS as of late July 2010.

The biggest change made was in the shallow convec-

tion scheme. The old operational SC scheme in the GFS

used a simple turbulent eddy diffusion approach with

a specified eddy diffusivity profile for the transport of

sensible heat and moisture within convectively unstable

layers, following the procedure proposed by Tiedtke

et al. (1988). While this scheme has been successful in

removing unrealistic moisture accumulation in the layer

below the inversion by means of the additional diffusion

of heat and moisture, it tends to deplete real stratocu-

mulus clouds as seen in Fig. 1. To better represent the

physical processes of shallow convection, in this study

we have developed a bulk mass-flux parameterization.

While the new SC scheme is based on the simplified

Arakawa–Schubert (SAS) convection scheme (Pan and

Wu 1995) used operationally in the GFS model for deep

cumulus convection, many aspects in the SAS scheme

such as cloud-base mass flux, entrainment, and detrain-

ment specifications, have been modified to accommo-

date the SC.On the other hand the SAS deep convection

scheme has been revised in order to suppress the un-

realistic gridpoint storms, which are believed to result

from the convective parameterization not fully elimi-

nating the instability and consequently causing explicit

convective ascent to occur on the grid scale. To this end,

the scheme was modified to make the cumulus convec-

tion stronger and deeper.

The old operational nonlocal planetary boundary layer

(PBL) scheme in the NCEPGFS [the so-calledMedium-

Range Forecast (MRF) PBL model] proposed by Troen

and Mahrt (1986) and implemented by Hong and Pan

(1996) has been widely used for vertical diffusion be-

cause it not only provided a realistic development of

a well-mixed layer despite its simplicity, but has also

produced consistent improvement in the skill levels of

FIG. 1. Monthly mean low cloud cover (%) for January 2003 from (a) the International

Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP; Rossow and Schiffer 1991) VIS/IR satellite ob-

servations (regions with no data available are shown in blue) and (b) a control simulation using

the old shallow convection scheme.
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precipitation forecasts over the continental United

States (Caplan et al. 1997). However, this scheme is

optimized for the simulation of dry boundary layers

and tends to produce too much low cloudiness. To

increase vertical diffusion in the cloudy region of the

lower troposphere, therefore, a stratocumulus cloud-top-

driven vertical diffusion scheme (Lock et al. 2000) has

been incorporated into the MRF PBL model along with

the new SC scheme.

Details of these revisions are described below in sec-

tion 2. In section 3, we evaluate the impacts of themodel

physics changes. Finally, in section 4 we summarize our

results and draw some conclusions.

2. Description of model physics changes

a. Convection

1) SHALLOW CONVECTION

A turbulent eddy diffusion approach proposed by

Tiedtke et al. (1988) was used for the SC in the previous

GFS. The scheme first looks for a convectively unstable

layer, defined as the layer between the lifting conden-

sation level (LCL) and the first neutral level above the

LCL (but no higher than about the 700-hPa level), as

a parcel originating in the second model layer is lifted.

Then, vertical mixing of the heat and moisture within

the convectively unstable layer is simulated using a para-

bolic eddy diffusivity profile with a maximum value of

5 m2 s21. But this diffusion approach for the SC has

been proved to be physically unreasonable. For exam-

ple, a mass-flux analogy for the vertical local turbulent

diffusion [i.e., zero vertical velocity skewness; de Roode

et al. (2000)] indicates that the vertical turbulent trans-

port can be represented by an updraft and downdraft,

with each occupying half the area in a given model grid

box. For cumulus convection on the other hand, themass-

flux approach assumes a near-zero fractional area for the

updraft in a given grid box, a more realistic assumption

for the SC. With the mass-flux approach, therefore, the

cloud environment is dominated by subsidence resulting

in environmental warming and drying, while the envi-

ronmental change in the case of the eddy diffusion ap-

proach depends on the vertical profile shapes of the

environmental variables.

Since the SCmass-flux parameterization developed in

this study is based on the SAS deep convection scheme

that can be found in Pan andWu (1995), we present here

only the relevant equations that distinguish between the

shallow and deep convection schemes. As in the SAS

scheme, a simple cloud model for the SC is used to de-

scribe the mass, moist static energy, and moisture within

the updraft:

1

h

›h

›z
5 «2 d, (1)

›(hs)

›z
5 («s 2 ds)h, and (2)

›[h(q
y
1 ql)]

›z
5h[«q

y
2 d(q

y
1 q

l
) 2 r], (3)

where h represents themass flux normalized by themass

flux at the cloud base; « the entrainment rate; d the de-

trainment rate; s the moist static energy; qy and ql the

vapor and liquid water mixing ratio in the updraft, re-

spectively; r the precipitation; and the overbar the hor-

izontal average. For the SC it is assumed that no

convective-scale downdrafts exist.

The vertical integration of Eqs. (1)–(3) requires

a knowledge of the cloud-base mass flux and mass en-

trainment and detrainment. The cloud-base mass flux

mb is given as a function of the surface buoyancy flux

(Grant 2001); that is,

mb 5 0:03rw*, (4)

where r is the air density and w* is the convective ve-

locity scale defined by

w*5 [(g/T0)(w9uy9)0h]
1/3, (5)

where h is the PBL height, g gravity, T0 the reference

temperature, and (w9u
y
9)0 the surface virtual kinematic

heat flux. This differs from the SAS deep convection

scheme, which uses the quasi-equilibrium closuremethod

of Arakawa and Schubert (1974) where the destabili-

zation of an air column by the large-scale atmospheric

processes is nearly balanced by the stabilization due to

the cumulus.

While the convection starting level (CSL) in deep

convection is defined as the level of maximum moist

static energy between the surface and 700-hPa level, in

the SC it is assumed to be the level of maximum moist

static energy within the PBL. The level of free convec-

tion (LFC) is used as the cloud base when a parcel is

taken upward. The cloud top is initially assumed to be

the first neutral level encountered as the parcel is further

lifted from the cloud base. A cloud thickness criterion

distinguishes shallow from deep convection. Deep con-

vection is checked first: if the cloud is thicker than

150 hPa, deep convection is activated; otherwise, the

convection is treated as being shallow. The cloud top in

the SC is limited to P/Ps 5 0.7 (where P is the layer pres-

sure and the subscript s represents the ground surface). As
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described later in section 2a(3), the cloud top is in-

creased for both deep and shallow convection by con-

vective overshooting.

Large eddy simulation (LES) studies by Siebesma and

Cuijpers (1995) indicate that the fractional entrainment

and detrainment rates for the SC are one order of

magnitude larger than the values used in most existing

deep convection schemes. The LES study by Siebesma

et al. (2003) indicates that a typical value for the frac-

tional entrainment rate is « ; 2.0 3 1023 m21 near the

cloudbase, which agreeswith other LES studies (Siebesma

and Cuijpers 1995; Grant and Brown 1999) and obser-

vations (Raga et al. 1990), and that the entrainment rate

behaves as

«5 c
e

1

z
, (6)

where z is the height and the empirical coefficient ce 5

1.0. In this study, Eq. (6) with a smaller value of ce 5 0.3

is used for the SC entrainment rate. We find that the

larger value ce5 1.0 tends to reduce the shallow cumulus-

top height too much and to consequently increase cloud

water too much in the lower atmosphere due to a re-

duced extent for shallow convection. We reached an

optimum value of ce 5 0.3 based on the vertical dis-

tribution of cloud water. The detrainment rate is as-

sumed to be a constant and is given as the entrainment

rate at the cloud base. In this way, the mass flux de-

creases with height above the cloud base while it in-

creases with height below the cloud base, which is

consistent with the aforementioned LES studies. The

liquid water in the updraft layer is allowed to be de-

trained from every layer into the convective rain and

grid-scale cloud water with conversion parameters of

0.002 m21 and 5.0 3 1024 m21, respectively.

The feedback of cumulus convection into the large-

scale environment is accomplished via the compensating

subsidence in the environment and the entrainment and

detrainment processes between the cloud and the envi-

ronment. Although we allow precipitation processes in

the SC, initial tests indicate that the precipitation from

the SC is quite small.

2) DEEP CONVECTION

Many changes have also been made in the SAS deep

convection scheme. As mentioned in the introduction,

the old deep convection scheme does not appear to fully

eliminate the instability and consequently an explicit

convective ascent occurs at the grid scale, producing

unrealistically heavy precipitation. Random cloud-top

selection in the old SAS scheme (Moorthi et al. 2001)

is no longer used, since it tends to make the cloud top

lower on average and appears to weaken convection

strength. To further increase convection strength,

the maximum allowable cloud-base mass flux [Mbmax,

0.1 kg (m2 s21)21 in the old SAS scheme] is increased by

defining a local Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) crite-

rion to be satisfied (Jakob and Siebesma 2003); that is,

Mbmax5
Dp

gDt
, (7)

where Dp and Dt are depth of the model layer at the

cloud base and themodel time step, respectively, and g is

the gravity. An initial test indicates that theMbmax from

Eq. (7) can be about 5 times larger than that in the old

SAS scheme with T382 horizontal resolution (triangular

truncation at wavenumber 382; about 35 km at the

equator).

Unlike the old SAS scheme, the revised SAS scheme

specifies finite entrainment and detrainment rates for

heat, moisture, and momentum above the cloud base.

Following Bechtold et al. (2008), the entrainment is

specified as

«5 «0F01 d1(1 2 RH)F1 and

F05

�

qs
qsb

�2

, F15

�

q
s

qsb

�3

, (8)

where «0 is the entrainment rate at the cloud base; RH

the environmental relative humidity; d1 a tunable pa-

rameter of O(1024); qs and qsb the saturation specific

humidities at the parcel level and the cloud base, re-

spectively; and F0 and F1 are dimensionless vertical

scaling functions that decrease strongly with height.

Equation (8) indicates that a drier environment (lower

RH) increases the entrainment, suppressing convection.

Similar to the SC scheme, the entrainment rate in

subcloud layers is given to be inversely proportional to

height but with a smaller coefficient of ce5 0.1 in Eq. (6).

The detrainment rate is assumed to be a constant at all

layers and equal to the entrainment rate value at the

cloud base, which is O(1024). The liquid water in the

updraft layer is assumed to be detrained from the layers

above the level of the minimum moist static energy into

the grid-scale cloud water with a conversion parameter

of 0.002 m21, which is the same as the rain conversion

parameter.

3) MOMENTUM TRANSPORT, TRIGGER FUNCTION,
AND CONVECTIVE OVERSHOOTING

The effects of the convection-induced pressure gra-

dient force on cumulus momentum transport (Zhang

and Wu 2003; Han and Pan 2006) are included in both
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the deep and shallow convection parameterizations.

Note that momentum transport is absent in the old

operational SC scheme. A cloud model to describe,

respectively, the momentum within the updraft and

momentum feedback to the environment can be ex-

pressed as

›V

›z
5 «(V 2 V) 1 f1

›V

›z
and (9)

›V

›t
5 (12 f1)M

1

r

›V

›z
1 d(V 2 V), (10)

where V is the horizontal wind vector, M the updraft

mass flux, and f1 an empirical constant representing

the effects of the convection-induced pressure gradient

force that weakens the cumulus momentum exchange.

In the old operational SAS scheme, f1 is 0, implying a full

momentum exchange in the cumulus convection. Based

on Zhang and Wu’s (2003) cloud-resolving model re-

sults, in this study f1 is set to be 0.55 for both the deep

and shallow convection schemes, implying that the cu-

mulus momentum exchange is reduced by about 55%

compared to a full exchange.

The triggering condition in the old SAS scheme was

that a parcel lifted from the CSL without entrainment

must reach its LFC within 150 hPa of ascent, which

crudely represents an upper limit of convective inhibition.

The fixed value of 150 hPa is now slightly modified to vary

within the range 120–180 hPa, in proportion to the large-

scale vertical velocity. This modification is intended to

produce more convection in large-scale convergent re-

gions but less convection in large-scale subsidence re-

gions. Another important triggering mechanism is to

include the effects of environmental humidity in the

subcloud layer. Since the scheme allows entrainment in

the subcloud layers, the LFC becomes higher if drier

environmental air entrains into the parcel. In the old

operational trigger, the vertical model layer difference

between the LFCs with and without subcloud layer en-

trainment must be less than two, taking into account

convection inhibition due to the existence of dry layers

below the cloud base. This may become a serious de-

ficiency as the vertical model resolution changes. In

other words, higher (lower) vertical model resolution

might give rise to less (more) convection triggering. In

the revision, therefore, we use pressure difference in-

stead of model layer difference for the LFC difference.

The threshold value for the pressure difference that

triggers convection is set to be 25 hPa in both the deep

and shallow convection schemes.

The cloud parcel might overshoot beyond the level of

neutral buoyancy due to its inertia, eventually stopping

at the cloud top (Stull 1988). The cloud work function

[CWF, defined as work done by the buoyancy force in

a cloud; Arakawa and Schubert (1974)] can be used to

model the overshoot. In this study, the overshooting is

stopped at the height where a parcel lifted from the

neutral buoyancy level with energy equal to 10% of the

CWFwill first reach zero energy. This convective overshoot

is applied to both the deep and shallow convection

schemes.

b. Vertical diffusion

Readers are urged to refer to Troen and Mahrt (1986,

hereafter TM) and Hong and Pan (1996) for a detailed

description of the MRF PBL model. Here, we present

only that part relevant to the MRF PBL scheme. As

mentioned in the introduction, in the revision a cloud-

top-driven vertical diffusion scheme is incorporated into

theMRF PBLmodel to increase vertical diffusion in the

cloudy regions of the lower troposphere, simplified after

Lock et al. (2000). In the revised model, the vertical heat

flux is given by

w9u952(Ksurf
h 1KSc

h )
›u

›z
1Ksurf

h g
h

(11a)

in the daytime well-mixed boundary layers, and

w9u9 52[K
h
(Ri) 1 KSc

h ]
›u

›z
(11b)

in the atmospheric layers above the mixed layer and

nighttime stable boundary layers, whereKsurf
h andKSc

h are

the surface and cloud-top-driven eddy diffusivities, re-

spectively; gh is the nonlocal countergradientmixing term

due to large nonlocal convective eddies; andK
h
(Ri) is the

mixing coefficient based on the local Richardson number

(described later). The MRF PBL model does not have

KSc
h in Eq. (11) and, thus, the revised model displays a

larger vertical heat flux in the stratocumulus region

compared to the MRF PBL scheme.

For surface-driven diffusion, the vertical diffusivity

for momentum as proposed by TM is given by

Ksurf
m 5 kwsz

�

12
z

h

�2
, (12)

where k 5 0.4 is the von Kármán constant, z is the dis-

tance from the surface, and h is the PBL height. The

velocity scalews is represented by the value scaled at the

top of the surface layer; that is,

w
s
5 (u3*1 7akw3

*)
1/3

, (13)
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where u* is the surface friction velocity, a is the ratio

of the surface layer height to the PBL height (specified

as 0.1), and w* is the convective velocity scale defined

in Eq. (5). The eddy diffusivity for heat is derived from

Ksurf
m using the Prandtl number (Pr); that is, Ksurf

h 5

Pr21 Ksurf
m . With the nonlocal countergradient mixing for

heat, TM obtains the Prandtl number at the top of the

surface layer (z 5 ah) as

Pr5
Fh

F
m

1 bak, (14)

where Fh and Fm are the nondimensional gradient func-

tions for heat and momentum, respectively, and b (56.5)

is a proportionality coefficient. The Prandtl number is

assumed to be constant over the whole PBL.

Following Lock et al. (2000), the stratocumulus-top-

driven diffusivity is given by

KSc
h 5 0:85kVSc

(z2 z
b
)2

h
b
2 z

b

�

12
z2 z

b

h
b
2 z

b

�1/2

, (15)

where hb is the level of the stratocumulus top and zb is

the level below the cloud base to which the top-driven

mixing extends. The parameter VSc represents a cloud-

top entrainment velocity scale, defined by

V3
Sc 5V3

rad1V3
br, (16)

where Vrad and Vbr are the radiative cooling and buoy-

ancy reversal terms, respectively. The buoyancy reversal

term is neglected in this study. The radiative cooling

term is given by

V3
rad 5

g

u0
(h

b
2 z

b
)DR/(rc

p
), (17)

where DR is the radiative flux jump at the cloud top, r is

air density, and cp the specific heat at constant pressure.

To have an accurate measure of the buoyancy of parcels

descending adiabatically from cloud top or ascending

adiabatically from the surface, in the revision we use the

virtual liquid water potential temperature uyl[5ul(1 1

0.608qt), where ul 5 u 2 (L/cp)ql, qt 5 qy 1 ql, qy and ql
are the vapor and liquid water mixing ratios, and where

L is the latent heat of vaporization of water] rather than

the virtual potential temperature uy. A parcel descent

from the cloud top to determine zb is made by perturbing

the cloud-top uyl by an amount equal to the cloud-top

radiative cooling rate, multiplied by an assumed cloud-

top residence time scale of 500 s (Lock et al. 2000). The

grid level at which this parcel’s uyl exceeds that of the

environment is used to estimate zb. The presence of

stratocumulus is diagnosed bymoving a parcel downward

from the top of any cloud layer having a liquid water

content greater than a threshold value of ql 5 3.5 3

1025 kg kg21. This diagnosis is restricted to the lowest

2.5 km of the model domain. Then, the cloud-top hb is

defined as the level with the highest radiative cooling rate

in the cloud layer.

The cloud-top entrainment flux is given by

2(w9u
y
9 )h

b

5 c
DR

rc
p

, (18)

where c is a constant. In this study we use c 5 0.2 fol-

lowing Moeng et al. (1999), implying that 20% of the

total radiative flux jump occurs across the cloud top.

When the conditions for cloud-top entrainment insta-

bility (CTEI) are met, however, the stratocumulus-top-

driven diffusion is enhanced by increasing c to 1.0. The

conditions for CTEI are given by (Randall 1980; Deardorff

1980)

c
p
Du

e
/LDq

t
. c1, (19)

where Du
e
and Dq

t
are the jumps in equivalent potential

temperature and total water content across the cloud top

and a constant c1 5 0.7 (MacVean and Mason 1990) is

used.

For the atmospheric layers above the daytime mixed

layer and nighttime stable boundary layer, we use a local

closure scheme (Louis et al. 1982), where the diffusivity

coefficients for momentum and heat are expressed in

terms of the mixing length l; stability functions fm,h(Ri);

and magnitude of the vertical wind shear j›U/›zj; that is,

Km,h(Ri)5 l2fm,h(Ri)

�

�

�

�

›U

›z

�

�

�

�

. (20)

In Eq. (20) the mixing length l is given by

1

l
5

1

kz
1

1

l0
, (21)

where the asymptotic length scale l0 is assumed to be

30 m for stable conditions and 150 m for unstable con-

ditions. The stability functions fm,h(Ri) are represented

as a function of the local gradient Richardson number

Ri. For stable conditions (Ri $ 0),

f
h
(Ri)5 1/(11 5Ri)2, (22)

with
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Pr5 1 1 2:1Ri. (23)

For unstable conditions (Ri , 0),

fh(Ri)5 11
8jRij

111:286jRij1/2
and (24)

f
m
(Ri)5 11

8jRij

111:746jRij1/2
. (25)

The background diffusivity in the GFS for heat and

moisture exponentially decreases with height from

1.0 m2 s21. To avoid excessive erosion of stratocumu-

lus along coastal areas, the background diffusivity in

the lower inversion layers is further reduced to 30% of

that at the surface (i.e., 0.3 m2 s21) in the revision. On

the other hand, the background diffusivity for mo-

mentum has been substantially increased everywhere

to 3.0 m2 s21, which helps reduce the wind forecast

errors.

c. Cloud fraction

We also modified the old GFS cloud cover calculation

because it tends to produce too much low cloud over the

entire globe with the new SC scheme. Following Xu and

Randall (1996), the fractional cloud cover within a grid

box (s) is given by

s5RHk
1

 

1 2 exp 2
k2ql

[(12RH)qs]
k
3

)!

,

(

(26)

where k1, k2, and k3 are empirical coefficients. Using

data produced from explicit simulations of the observed

tropical cloud systems, Xu and Randall have obtained

empirical values of k1, k2, and k3 that are 0.25, 100, and

0.49, respectively. In the previous GFS, values of k1 5

0.25, k2 5 2000, and k3 5 0.25 are used to increase cloud

cover because the old SC scheme is too efficient in de-

stroying stratocumulus clouds. Now that the new SC

scheme in this study can produce sufficient low clouds,

the original empirical values of Xu and Randall (i.e.,

k1 5 0.25, k2 5 100, and k3 5 0.49) are used.

3. Test and evaluation

a. Coupled model test

To see the broad features of the impacts of these

changes in the convection and PBL schemes we first

employ the NCEP atmosphere–ocean Coupled Fore-

casting System (CFS; Wang et al. 2005; Saha et al. 2006),

where the GFS is used as the atmospheric model and the

oceanic component is the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

Laboratory Modular Ocean Model version 3 (Pacanowski

and Griffies 1998). The GFS used in this test has 64

vertical sigma-pressure hybrid layers and T126 hori-

zontal resolution (about 100 km at the equator). The

CFS run was initialized at 0000 UTC 16 December 2002

and ran for 45 days. The CFS forecasts during the pre-

ceding 15 days (a spinup period) have been discarded

from the analysis, and forecast results during the re-

maining 1-month period are presented. An evaluation

using a longer CFS run would be desirable, but will be

left for a future study.

Figure 2a shows that much more realistic low cloud

distributions are obtained in comparison to the control

run as the new SC scheme is introduced along with the

revised PBL scheme. In particular, the improvement in

stratocumulus formation in the regions off the west

coasts of the Americas and Africa is remarkable.

Without an enhanced diffusion by stratocumulus-cloud-

top-driven turbulence in the PBL scheme, too much low

cloud cover is formed as seen in Fig. 2b. In Fig. 3, we

display the distribution of cloud water averaged over

108S–108N to see the effects of the SC scheme. With the

SC parameterization turned off (Fig. 3b), cloud water is

accumulated in the lower-atmospheric layers just above

the PBL, giving rise to an unrealistically large low cloud

coverage. As shown in Fig. 3a, on the other hand, the old

SC scheme using a turbulent diffusion approach strongly

depletes the lower-layer cloud water and diffuses it up to

the upper layers, forming a significant amount of cloud

water near the 750–600-hPa layers. This is why strato-

cumulus clouds are lacking with the old SC scheme. The

new SC scheme (Fig. 3c) shows an intermediate cloud

water distribution between that with no SC scheme and

that from the old SC scheme.

Figure 4 displays zonally averaged heating rates due

to the SC. The old SC scheme (Fig. 4a) produces cooling

at 700–850 hPa and heating below that level, showing

the strongest cooling and heating over the tropical re-

gions. This is a typical feature seen when a parabolic

diffusivity profile is applied to stable layers. The upper

limit of the cooling layers (i.e., about 700 hPa) is asso-

ciated with the fact that the shallow cloud top in the old

SC scheme is limited to sigma level 0.7. For the new SC

scheme (Fig. 4b), however, the entire lower atmosphere

is heated, especially over tropical and subtropical areas

(where most of the shallow cumulus convection occurs)

by the dominant environmental subsidence warming

typical of convection schemes using the mass-flux ap-

proach. The slight cooling near the surface with the new

SC scheme could be caused by the detrainment of rising

air parcels cooled adiabatically while subsidence heat-

ing would be very small near the surface due to a small

mass flux. Figure 5 displays a global distribution for the
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monthly mean depth of cumulus clouds. Considering the

threshold cloud depth to be 150 hPa to distinguish deep

and shallow convection, Fig. 5 indicates that most of the

shallow cumulus convection occurs in the trade wind

areas of the Pacific Ocean and in regions farther out to

sea than the stratocumulus regions off the west coasts of

America and Africa.

b. Medium-range forecasts with data assimilation

To assess the impacts of the new schemes on fore-

cast skill, 7-day forecasts for the period of 2 June–10

November 2008 using the NCEP Global Data Assimi-

lation System (GDAS) were conducted. The GFS used

in this test has 64 vertical sigma-pressure hybrid layers

and T382 horizontal resolution, the same as the previous

operational version. A spinup series of forecasts for the

previous 19 days has been discarded from the analysis.

Results from theGFS using the old PBL, shallow and deep

convection schemes are presented as the control.

Before assessing the forecast performance of the revised

model, an example of how the revised model reduces

gridpoint storms (a long-standing GFS problem during

the convective season as mentioned in the introduction)

is presented in Figs. 6 and 7. The gridpoint storm

problems have been reported with fully explicit ap-

proaches in mesoscale models (where only grid-scale

condensation and precipitation are allowed and no sub-

grid-scale clouds are accounted for) especially in the

presence of high convective instability (Molinari and

Dudek 1992; Zhang et al. 1988). Using a 25-km grid

spacing, for example, Zhang et al. (1988) noted that a

fully explicit approach produced too much rain and a

too intense surface mesolow in a mesoscale convective

complex case. They argued that cumulus parameteri-

zation was required for even 10-km grid spacing. How-

ever, Fig. 6 indicates that if a cumulus parameterization

scheme is not efficient enough to eliminate the convec-

tive instability, a gridpoint storm can still develop (e.g.,

see theunrealistic heavyprecipitation in southernAlabama

in Fig. 6b). The revised model (Fig. 6c) helps reduce the

excessive precipitation in southern Alabama and predicts

precipitation amounts similar to those observed (Fig. 6a).

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but from (a) the revised model simulation and (b) a revised model

simulation without stratocumulus-cloud-top-driven turbulence mixing.
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Figures 7a and 7c show that the unrealistic gridpoint

storm in southern Alabama is mainly from grid-scale

precipitation, indicating that the old convective param-

eterization is not fully eliminating the instability that

causes an explicit convective ascent on the grid scale.

Figures 7b and 7d show that the realistically forecasted

precipitation in southern Alabama with the revised

model ismainly from convective precipitation, indicating

that the revised deep convection scheme with its larger

cloud-base mass flux and higher cloud tops has effec-

tively eliminated the instability, suppressing the grid-

point storm.

A comparison of anomaly correlations and root-mean-

square errors (RMSEs) for the 500-hPa height as a func-

tion of forecast length for both the Northern (208–808N)

and Southern (208–808S) Hemispheres is shown in Fig. 8.

In the Northern Hemisphere, the mean anomaly correla-

tions are higher throughout the 7 days of the revisedmodel

forecast. In the SouthernHemisphere, the correlations are

better for the revised model up to day 5, but are worse

in the day 7 forecast. The RMSE is consistent with the

anomaly correlation (i.e., if the anomaly correlation score

is higher, the RMSE is lower). The better results in the

NorthernHemisphere appear to reflect an improvement in

the revised model convection schemes since the experi-

ments were mostly conducted for the Northern Hemi-

sphere summer and fall.

The RMSE for the tropical (208S–208N) 850- and

200-hPa vector winds is shown in Fig. 9. For the 850-hPa

vector wind (Fig. 9a), RMSE is substantially reduced

throughout the 7 days of the revised model forecast. At

200 hPa (Fig. 9b), the revised model score is also gen-

erally improved except for the day 1 and 2 forecasts.

Although not shown in the figures, the vector wind

RMSEs for both the Northern and Southern Hemi-

spheres were also reduced with the revised model over

the entire atmospheric layer throughout all forecast

hours.

Comparisons of equitable threat and bias scores for

the 12–36-h precipitation forecasts over the continental

United States are shown in Fig. 10. The equitable threat

score (Fig. 10a; Gandin and Murphy 1992) is better with

FIG. 3. Vertical cross section of mean cloud water (mg kg21)

averaged over 108S–108N for January 2003 from the (a) control

simulation, (b) control simulation without triggering shallow con-

vection, and (c) revised model simulation.

FIG. 4. Zonally averaged heating rates (1026 K s21) due to the

shallow convection for January 2003 from the (a) control and (b)

revised model simulations.
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the revised model at higher thresholds while it is slightly

worse for very light rain (a threshold of 0.2 mm day21).

The lower revised model score for very light rain ap-

pears to be associated with the wetter bias as seen in Fig.

10b. Figure 10b shows that while the revised model is

drier than the control except for very light rain, it has

a much better bias score (bias score is better if it is closer

to 1.0) at the very high thresholds. This indicates that the

revised model has largely suppressed the unrealistic

gridpoint storms seen in Fig. 6. The forecast skill for the

12–36- and 36–60-h precipitation forecasts were similar

to those in the 12–36-h precipitation forecasts (not

shown).

The performance of the revised model against the old

GFS for hurricane forecasts is shown in Fig. 11 in terms

of hurricane track and intensity errors, respectively. As

shown in Figs. 11a and 11b, hurricane track forecasts

with the revised model had a quite large improvement

for both 2008 Atlantic and eastern Pacific hurricanes

through the entire 5-day forecast. This improvement is

consistent with the improvement in wind forecasts de-

scribed above. Hurricane intensity forecasts (Figs. 11c

and 11d) were also improved with the revised model,

except for a slight degradation in Atlantic hurricanes for

earlier forecast times (before 24 h). The improvement in

the hurricane intensity forecasts appears to be mainly

FIG. 5. Monthly mean convective cloud depth (hPa) from the revised model simulation. The

thick solid contour indicates the 150-hPa cloud depth.

FIG. 6. The 24-h accumulated precipitation (mm)

ending at 1200 UTC 24 Jul 2008 from (a) observations,

and from 12–36-h forecasts from the (b) GFS control

and (c) revised model.
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due to reduced convective momentum mixing in the

revised convection schemes as described in section 2a(3).

This is consistent with Han and Pan’s (2006) study, which

showed that the increased hurricane intensities due to

reduced convective momentum mixing in the GFS im-

prove the hurricane intensity forecast skill because the

hurricane intensities in the GFS forecasts are generally

weaker compared to the observations.

FIG. 7. As in Figs. 6b and 6c, but for (a),(b) the grid-scale and (c),(d) convective precipitation.

FIG. 8. (a),(b)Mean anomaly correlations and (c),(d) RMSEs of 500-hPa height for (left) the

Northern Hemisphere (208–808N) and (right) Southern Hemisphere (208–808S) from the

control (solid line) and revised (dashed line) model forecasts during 20 Jun–10 Nov 2008.
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4. Summary and conclusions

The new physics package containing revised convec-

tion and PBL schemes and its impacts on theNCEPGFS

have been described. This revision was initially made

in pursuit of fixing two long-standing problems in the

NCEP GFS, which are the systematic underestimation

of stratocumulus clouds in the eastern Pacific and At-

lantic Oceans and the frequent occurrence of unrealis-

tic excessive heavy precipitation, the so-called gridpoint

storms. The new SC scheme employs a mass flux pa-

rameterization, which is more physically appropriate

than the old (turbulent diffusion) scheme. Unlike in the

deep convection scheme, the cloud-base mass flux in the

new SC scheme is given as a function of the convective

boundary layer velocity scale. For deep convection, the

scheme has been revised to make cumulus convection

stronger and deeper to deplete more instability from

the atmospheric column and result in the suppression

of excessive grid-scale precipitation. The random cloud-

top selection in the SAS scheme is replaced by an

entrainment rate approach with the rate being depen-

dent on environmental moisture. The effects of the

convection-induced pressure gradient force on cumu-

lus momentum transport and convective overshooting

are parameterized in both the deep and shallow con-

vection schemes. A modification of the triggering func-

tion has also been developed. In addition, the PBL

model is revised to enhance turbulence diffusion in

stratocumulus regions.

A remarkable difference between the new and old SC

schemes is seen in the heating or cooling behavior in the

lower-atmospheric layers above the PBL. While the old

SC scheme using the diffusion approach produces a pair

of lower-atmospheric layers with cooling above and

heating below, the new SC scheme using a mass-flux

approach produces heating throughout the convection

layers due to the dominance of environmental sub-

sidence warming. In particular, the new SC scheme does

not destroy stratocumulus clouds off the west coasts of

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for RMS vector wind errors (m s21) at (a)

850 and (b) 200 hPa over the tropics (208S–208N).

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8, but for (a) equitable threat score and (b)

bias score for the 12–36-h precipitation forecasts over the conti-

nental United States.
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South America and Africa, as the old scheme does. On

the other hand, the revised deep convection schemewith

its larger cloud-base mass flux and higher cloud tops

appears to effectively eliminate the remaining instability

in the atmospheric column that is responsible for the

excessive grid-scale precipitation in the old scheme. The

revised PBL scheme with its enhanced turbulence mix-

ing in stratocumulus regions helps prevent too much low

cloud from forming.

Overall, improvement, in the forecasts of global

500-hPa height, vector wind, and continental U.S. pre-

cipitation are found with the revised model. Consistent

with the improvement in vector wind forecast errors,

hurricane track forecasts are also improved with the re-

vised model for both Atlantic and eastern Pacific hurri-

canes in 2008. In particular, hurricane intensity forecast

biases are often largely reduced with increased hurri-

cane intensity forecasts due to the reduced convective

momentum mixing in the revised model.

The revised model presented in this paper was imple-

mented operationally in the NCEPGFS in late July 2010.

Since the implementation, an increase in the negative

wind speed bias (lower wind speed forecasts compared to

observed) throughout most of the atmosphere has been

reported, resulting in weaker upper-level jet stream

maxima at higher latitudes and weaker easterly wind

speeds in the tropical stratosphere. This appears to be

caused by the substantially increased background diffu-

sivity for momentum. The low-level warm temperature

bias over land has also increased with the reduction of

atmospheric column-integrated liquid water. Tests are

under way on changes to reduce those errors without

degrading the forecast skill from the revised model.

For future model revisions, convective cloudiness and

advanced moist turbulence parameterization are under

development. The contribution to cloudiness by cumu-

lus convection in the current revised model is indirectly

taken into account by the detrainment of liquid water

from convective updrafts into the grid-scale cloud water.

A direct convective cloudiness contribution can be in-

cluded by considering the suspended liquid water in the

convective updraft. The current revised diffusion scheme

has an enhanced turbulence mixing in the stratocumulus

region. But it is still based on variables conserved in dry-

adiabatic processes and, thus, may not be appropriate

for treating cloudy layer mixing, which needs a consid-

eration of the latent heating associated with changes of

water state. In further revisions the model’s turbulence

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 8, but for (a),(b) mean hurricane track errors and (c),(d) mean hurricane intensity errors for (left)

Atlantic and (right) eastern Pacific Ocean regions.
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mixing will be expressed in terms of variables conserved

during changes in the water state, allowing a more re-

alistic calculation of atmospheric stability and moist

turbulence mixing in cloudy regions.
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